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The primary function of both cash and futures prices is the 
coordination of economic activity. Prices are the signals that 
guide business decisions, including choice of product, volume 
of product, timing of purchases and sales, and so on. These in
numerable decisions by thousands of individual firms in turn 
determine the prices through transfers of ownership or rights 
of ownership in the market place. 

Economic activity can be effectively coordinated only if market
ing institutions are conducive to efficient price discovery. Effi
ciency of pricing or price discovery refers primarily to accuracy 
and speed of determination, and effectiveness of the distribu
tion of price information through all sectors of the market. 

The pricing mechanism of futures markets has certain unique 
characteristics, compared to other types of marketing institu
tions, which contribute to increased pricing efficiency. Trade in 
a standard contract allows concentration on conditions that apply 
to the price level. This abstracts from another market function, 
that of evaluating certain specific lots of a commodity. Trade 
by open outcry in a centrally-located place increases the competi
tiveness of pricing, in that all trades immediately become public 
knowledge and individual bargaining power is reduced in impor
tance. Professional speculators increase the numbers of compe
titors, and bring increased market information to bear on the 
formation of these prices. Another, somewhat underrated, con
tribution of futures markets to pricing efficiency is the highly 
efficient information system that usually develops along with 
the growth of a futures market. 

These elements of efficient pricing must be qualified with re
spect to price accuracy. No matter how efficient the mechanism 
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is itself in finding prices and discovering prices, the price signal 
is of value in decision making only if prices are based on all pos
sible information, and only if no technical condition or friction 
develops that would distort the signal. These conditions de
pend to a large extent on the degree to which the futures mar
ket is used by all classes of traders. Both the quantitative and 
qualitative character of the information that affects futures 
prices depends heavily on the use of these markets. 

Now, price signals can be distorted if the market is technically 
imbalanced because of a lack of adequate speculative activity. 
Typically, hedging tends to be imbalanced on the short side 
because many people want to hedge by selling. To balance short 
sales requires purchases on the long side to absorb this imbalance 
of hedging activity. If the market is technically imbalanced, then 
the futures prices will be biased and, it will be less useful to 
business firms, as a tool for decision making. 

Expected Livestock Futures Price Behavior 
What types of price behavior can be generated by livestock 

futures markets? A futures market should generate prices, which 
are the best available estimates of prices expected to prevail dur
ing the respective delivery months. This is a simple concept, 
but it can be a best estimate only in terms of the fact that you 
have only a certain amount of current information available on 
which to form these prices. Therefore, the most that can be ex
pected of a futures price quotation, even on the better-traded 
markets, is diat it is unbiased and based on all possible informa
tion that is currently available. Because it is quite impossible for 
an individual firm to evaluate even a minor fraction of all forces 
that do affect prices, I think the existence of a market price 
which is the result of trading on a basis of all possible known 
information is a net addition to the decision making tools of 
individual firms. 

Livestock futures markets are still relatively young, so little 
empirical evidence relating to price behavior is available. How
ever, because these markets are relatively thinly traded, it is 
probable that prices generated on these markets are biased in 
some way and without further evidence, it is probably reasonable 
to expect that the price signals currently generated on these mar-
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kets are of limited usefulness as price predictions alone. But, 
despite this shortcoming, hedging on the basis of these prices can 
be a reliable and useful tool in decision making, if the bias is 
predictable, and if one views this bias as a cost element in a hedg
ing program. 

Now, to shift gears a little bit away from futures prices, I would 
like to ask the question: "How do livestock futures prices relate 
to the cash market?" Again, in my opinion, it is too early to an
swer this question in solid empirical terms. We can get some 
indication of expected relationships by drawing on the experience 
of older futures markets. I am going to present some hypotheses 
about what we should expect in the relationship of cash to futures 
prices. One might expect that cash and futures prices should be 
equal during the delivery month, assuming that quality and lo
cation specifications for the futures contract is identical with the 
specifications of the particular cash articles that you are inter
ested in. We all know that various factors will introduce inequal
ity in most specific comparisons, including differences in delivery 
terms, dressing percentage, grade differences, and geographical 
location. So, it becomes the burden of each prospective hedger 
to estimate the expected delivery month relationship between 
the futures price, i.e., the price of the standard article traded in 
futures markets, and the value of a specific lot of livestock. 

What does delivery month price equality mean to the pro
spective hedger? Briefly, it means that regardless of the rela
tionship between cash and futures prices at the time a hedge is 
placed, gains (or losses) on the futures transactions will tend 
to offset losses (or gains) on the cash transaction, i.e., if a trade 
is carried into, or very near to, the delivery month. It means 
further, that the futures price quoted at the time a hedge is placed 
tends to be "locked in", that is, it tends to become the actual price 
received (or paid) for the livestock. 

What about futures transactions, and what about hedges that 
are not carried into the delivery month? Can a hedger predict, 
within reasonable limits, the change in the relationship between 
cash and futures prices prior to the delivery month? Are cash 
prices tied to futures prices in any systematic way during time 
periods prior to this delivery month? 
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Going back to experience from other futures markets, in par
ticular, the experience witnessed on the futures market for stor-
able commodities, there are some things that we can say about 
the expected cash futures price relationship in terms of storable 
commodities. One of these things is the spreads between cash 
and futures prices, and between futures prices for different de
livery months. These are recognized as a reflection of the current 
level of supply as it relates to the current level of demand. I want 
to emphasize the word current here, in the case of storable com
modities. In particular, cash future price spreads for storable 
crops, which are produced seasonally and, therefore, need may 
be viewed as current prices of storage.1 

Holbrook Working theorizes that the current price of storage 
is the major factor which affects prices in distant futures, and 
these tend to have equal impact on the cash prices in the market, 
i.e., on current prices and the prices of nearby futures. Again, ac
cording to his theory, the spread is affected only by factors re
lating to current supply and demand. The spread is not affected, 
according to his theory, by expectations of changes in supply and 
demand conditions. 

The important fact, in terms of interpreting futures price sig
nals and placing hedges according to these signals, is that expec
tations, while influencing the level of futures prices, are also re
flected in current cash prices, so new information regarding fu
ture conditions will not normally change the spread between cash 
and futures prices. Rather, major changes in cash future spread 

xFor stored commodities whose production is definitely seasonal, cash future 
spreads may be interpreted as the current market price for the storage service. 
Viewed from a somewhat different angle, the price of distant futures is the 
market's best estimate of expected prices based on currently available information, 
and the spread between cash and futures prices is a direct measure of current 
supply and demand balance. If current supplies are large and the demand for 
current consumption is relatively stable for all time periods falling within a 
year, then competitive market behavior will force the cash future spread to be 
approximately equal to costs of storage. It must be recognized that the "con
venience yield" associated with carrying a minimum level of stocks makes it 
desirable to carry some stocks at negative prices of storage (futures prices under 
cash prices) which negative prices would be associated with relatively small 
available supplies. 
Working, Holbrook, "The Theory of Price and Storage", American Economic 
Review, December, 1949. 
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will be caused by changes in current supply and demand, referring 
to storable commodities. These current conditions, in my view, 
are much more highly predictable with greater accuracy by the 
hedger, than the more distant events. 

Can we expect the implied cash and future price relationship 
for livestock to be tied together by the same economic forces that 
seem to tie together cash and futures prices for storable commodi
ties? Can we expect this, even though livestock obviously are 
not storable? 

There are alternative hypotheses with regard to cash future 
price spreads for livestock that we might consider briefly. The 
first, is that cash and futures prices are independent in the sense 
that futures prices reflect expected supply and demand condi
tions, and cash prices reflect actual current supply and demand 
conditions. The second hypothesis is that both cash and futures 
prices reflect expected conditions about equally, and that the 
spread between them reflects current demand relations to current 
supply.2 

The second hypothesis is the hypothesis that grows out of 
looking at older futures markets, and looking at the behavior 
of cash and futures prices in storable commodities. The last 
hypothesis in my opinion can be rejected on logical grounds, but 
we do not have enough empirical evidence to really reject it. 
On practical grounds, finished livestock cannot be carried for
ward more than a few weeks at the most, because maintenance of 
the livestock is expensive and quality changes are going to be 
substantially affected as livestock is carried beyond a certain 
period. Thus, there is no real choice between selling or carrying 
forward in "storage" as in the case of grain or other non-perish
ables. In absence of a choice of holding, carrying forward, or 
selling out, current prices will be affected solely by current sup
ply and demand. This is the hypothesis that has not been tested 
empirically. Permit me to expand somewhat on the theoretical 
reasons for this conclusion. 

"Each of these hypotheses abstracts from differences in cash and futures prices 
that are caused by quality and locational differentials. I am assuming that cash 
and futures prices each reflect an identical commodity except for the element 
of time. 
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The affect of price expectations on current prices operates 
through the mechanism economists call, "reservation demand.3" 
Supplies that are made available for current consumption, in the 
case of stored commodities, depend on the price expectations of 
holders of that commodity. If future prices are expected to be 
low relative to the price currently quoted on cash markets, more 
of the commodity will be released as current supply causing cur
rent prices to fall. The reverse is true when prices are expected 
to be higher at some future date. So, both cash and futures prices 
are affected by expected future supply and demand conditions. 

Without the possibility of significant intraseasonal storage, 
there is no reason to expect cash prices for finished livestock to 
reflect expectations regarding prices for several months in the 
future. Reservation demand can influence the timing of sales 
of finished livestock within a period of probably several weeks, 
but possibly not for longer periods.4 Therefore, cash and future 
price spreads for livestock will tend to vary directly with the 
difference between current supply and demand conditions and 
expected supply and demand conditions. One exception would 
be the last few weeks of trading prior to a given delivery month. 
During the last weeks of trading in a particular contract, the 
price spread will tend to be affected, i.e., the cash futures price 
spread will tend to be affected primarily by current supply and 
demand conditions. Cash and futures prices will be tied more 
closely together in the last few weeks than during earlier trading 
months. 

What do these somewhat tentative conclusions imply regard
ing the use of hedges in livestock futures? Briefly, let me tender 
the hypothesis (based on the expectation that cash and future 
prices will move parallel) that hedges placed and lifted during 
time periods remote from the delivery month will probably in
volve considerable risk of change in the spread between cash 

3 Ezekiel, Modecai, "Statistical Analysis and the Laws of Price", Quart. Jour, of 
Econ. Vol. 42, February 1928, pp. 199-227. 

*It is impossible that "reservation demand" can influence the relationship between 
cash and futures prices for periods somewhat longer than a few weeks if 
slaughter of non-finished animals is a significant practice. If non-finished ani
mals are slaughtered, then, futures will not be sold as hedges. This action will 
act as arbitrage between cash prices and futures prices to reflect current supply 
and demand conditions. 
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and futures prices. Hedges placed just prior to the delivery month, 
or carried into the delivery month, should involve less risk of 
these spread changes.5 

There is a cash and futures price relationship that does behave 
something like the relationship outlined for storable commodi
ties. In the case of expectations of future price levels for fed 
livestock, the price of feeder animals should be tied very closely 
to the futures price for fed animals. Expectations of future price 
levels for fed livestock should affect the price of feeder animals 
several months prior to a delivery month. The cash future spread 
in this case may be viewed as a market-determined price margin 
for feeding livestock that will be marketed at the specific future 
date. A rise in the future price of fed livestock should be reflected 
in an equal rise in current feeder animal prices, assuring a purely 
competitive market providing costs of feeding continue un
changed. Under competitive market conditions, livestock will 
be purchased for feeding if expected proceeds exceed profits 
from an alternative enterprise. Thus, through actions by feeders, 
in selling futures and purchasing feeder animals price spread will 
be induced thus tieing the two prices together. 

Next, let us consider the hedging use of futures markets by 
livestock producers and livestock marketing firms. The relation
ship between feeder animal prices and futures prices, and the 
fact that futures prices tend to equal cash prices in the delivery 
month, combine to make futures prices in hedging a powerful de
cision making tool for the livestock producer. Most livestock 
production involves a time lag, the lapse of time between the 
decision to produce and actual production. Thus, the decision 
must be based on price expectations, that is, the decision to pro
duce must be based on price expectations. Futures prices, we 
have seen, are the market's best estimate of prices expected to 
occur during a delivery month. This price is on the basis of 
current available information. Such a price is certainly an im
provement over what an individual can estimate, but it still 
cannot be considered what the future price may be for the phys
ical commodity at time of delivery, because new information may 

' Assuming, of course, that delivery-month technical difficulties, such as squeezes, 
are not a significant factor. 
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alter the situation completely. The futures price does become 
a relatively fixed "expected price" from the point of view of an 
individual firm; if futures are sold as the production process is 
begun. An example of a decision to place cattle on feed is, I 
think, a convenient illustration of the decision making process 
that I have tried to outline. 

In the short run, the potential cattle feeder generally has only 
a limited number of choices in the uses of his labor and capital. 
Typically, he can choose various combinations of grade, weight, 
sex, and age of cattle to feed. He has some scope to vary the ra
tions used. He may also have the alternatives of selling the feed, 
or feeding another class of livestock. The latter alternative is 
probably not open to so-called "commercial" cattle feeders who 
have heavy prior commitments in specialized equipment and 
labor etc. The typical farmer-feeder, in Midwestern regions may 
be the exception. 

It is assumed, in order to simplify the example, that the poten
tial cattle feeder has already rejected the alternative of feeding 
other classes of livestock. The process of rejection could involve 
comparing cattle futures with hog futures. The price of hog fu
tures and the price of cattle futures could be compared for vari
ous delivery months in order to decide whether to feed hogs or 
cattle, on the basis of these future price relationships. Let us 
assume that a particular farmer rejects hogs and decides to feed 
cattle because he believes that hogs are not a real alternative after 
all. He still has a couple other choices. He may decide to feed 
cattle or not to feed. If he does not go into a feeding operation, 
he can sell feed. Still another choice to make is what type, weight, 
and grade of feeder cattle to buy if cattle feeding offers adequate 
returns. 

Now, the cattle feeder can then consider the current prices of 
feeder cattle, estimate his feeding costs, and if prices for the rele
vant future delivery month appear to offer a profitable margin, 
the cattle feeder can sell futures and buy feeder cattle. Sale of 
futures as a hedge can fix the price margin between feeder cattle 
and fed cattle within a relatively narrow range of possibility, 
because cash and futures prices tend to be about equal as the 
delivery month approaches, or during the delivery month. Re-
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gardless of whether price levels subsequently rise or fall, the price 
margin that was available at the time he placed the hedge is vir
tually fixed through hedging. 

I would like to emphasize again that futures prices and the 
ability to hedge provide a mechanism for aiding these decisions 
and futures are not primarily a mechanism for reducing risk after 
the decision has already been made. Viewed as a decision mak
ing tool, futures prices and the ability to hedge in futures can 
increase the range of decisions that are feasible for a given busi
ness firm. The cattle feeder in our example could choose be
tween several types of cattle and feeding programs with increased 
precision, given a structure of predicted prices for various dates 
in the future. For example, potential profits from long-fed steers 
(600 lbs. or less) versus potential profits from short-fed steers 
(600 - 800 lbs.) can be pinpointed by comparing current prices 
for the two types of feeder cattle and futures price quotations 
for relevant future delivery months. 

Futures Prices and Marketing Decisions 
Now, this is an example of hedging and the aid to production 

decisions. I would like to briefly outline some ideas about how 
marketing decisions can be aided by the use of futures markets 
and prices. Cattle feeders have some scope for choosing a range 
of time periods of sale. Cattle may be marketed any time within 
a several-week period. The most profitable time will depend on 
expected prices relative to calculated additional costs of feeding. 
For example, after cattle reach a choice grade, and weigh around 
a thousand pounds, the manager, still has a chance to increase 
profits by feeding to higher weights. Hedging in futures can 
help pinpoint expected profits or losses, thereby removing some 
of the uncertainty which would inhibit this action in the absence 
of a futures market. 

Turning to meat packers, I think I will offer some hypotheses 
along these lines. Meat Packers' buying and selling decisions can 
be aided by futures prices and hedging. In particular, I think, 
forward contracting by meat packers could become increasingly 
feasible with the existence of a futures market. Detailed analysis 
of the potential advantages or disadvantages of forward contract
ing, as such, is beyond the scope of my remarks today. However, 
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I would assume that operational efficiencies of two types may be 
forthcoming from the use of forward contracts. First, forward 
purchases will enable individual packing firms to make more effi
cient use of plant capacity. Second, customers' demands for par
ticular types and qualities of carcasses can be met more effectively 
by purchasing livestock on contract. The ability to hedge, there
by establishing a relatively firm selling price, enables the packer 
to measure the profitability of forward contracting versus operat
ing on a hand-to-mouth basis. That is, the packer is able to make 
the decision on whether to go into forward contracting for de
livery to his customers on the basis of futures prices and market 
opportunities therein. 

Some scope may exist for the packer to consider entering for
ward selling arrangements with retailers and wholesalers on the 
basis of futures prices. Hedging can be used as a convenient 
temporary substitute for purchases of livestock to fulfill these 
forward commitments. As an example, suppose a retailer were 
to bid for delivery of beef carcasses over a two-month period in 
the future. This may be a far-out supposition, but just suppose 
for a moment that you were in a position to receive bids for de
livery of livestock or carcasses over a several month period in 
the future. The consideration of whether or not to do so, or the 
feasibility of making such a forward sale from the point of view 
of the packer, would require a reliable estimate of the purchase 
price for cattle. The relevant futures price can provide this esti
mate. Further, if the packer decides to accept an offer for fu
ture delivery, he can still hedge this transaction by selling a near
by futures contract to fix the actual purchase price within narrow 
limits of possibility. He can then shop around for the desired type 
of livestock, simultaneously lifting the hedge as the livestock are 
purchased in the cash market.6 

"An example of this type of hedge is the flour miller's "operational" hedge. 
Flour millers price the raw material (wheat) in estimating the profitability of 
a forward contract price for flour, by buying futures as a temporary substitute for 
later spot purchases of wheat. Because forward sales of flour are normally made 
for periods of less than 60 days, the miller is reasonably certain that cash and 
futures prices will move approximately parallel to one another. The purchase 
of futures, therefore, will establish the net price of wheat that is ultimately paid. 
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The success of either type of hedge, i.e., selling futures against 
forward contracts for livestock or buying futures against forward 
sales to retailers, will depend on the predictability of the rela
tionship between cash and futures prices. As was shown earlier, 
cash prices will tend to equal futures prices during the delivery 
months. The net price results on contractual arrangements that 
terminate in or near a delivery month are reasonably predictable. 
However, cash-future price relations prior to delivery months are 
less predictable, because as detailed above, cash prices are expected 
to be primarily influenced by current conditions, and futures 
prices should be primarily influenced by expected conditions. 
Thus, hedges placed and lifted during months remote from a 
delivery month probably carry considerable risk of a basis change 
or a cash-futures price spread change. 

There is not sufficient empirical evidence yet to form a solid 
basis for explaining or predicting cash versus future differentials 
and we cannot really rely on past evidence in storable commodities 
for insight into what we can expect in the way of cash and fu
tures price relationships in livestock. So, under these circum
stances, prospective hedgers are well advised to go into this with 
due caution and take a great deal of care to develop their own 
predicting devices for estimating these expected changes in prices 
between cash and futures quotations. 

Paper presented at the Livestock and Meats Futures Study Conference-Chicago on 
November 30, 1966. 
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